QUICK Probability of Default
Overview
QUICK Probability of Default (PD) is an estimate of the probability of default of each individual
company.
This service uses stock price and option pricing theory although there are several methods for the
calculation. Financial statements showing the debt repayment capacity of individual companies are
difficult to obtain at any time. On the other hand, "stock prices" are considered to incorporate
information such as corporate value and debt repayment capacity in a timely manner. Therefore, by
processing the "stock price," we calculate the estimated PD quickly. Specifically, we consider "stock
value = call option value with corporate assets as underlying assets" and estimate the probability that
the stock value becomes negative (i.e., the "probability of default," which is the probability of becoming
insolvent).
In general, it is critical if the estimated PD exceeds 0.2.
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Disclaimer
・All rights related to this Service (including all information and data provided by the Service) such as

copyrights including those related to the screens displayed, and the rights related to trade names
and trademarks used, shall belong to QUICK or its information sources.
・The Service is not intended to be a solicitation for investment in specific stocks, etc. Final investment
decisions shall be made by the users of the Service themselves based solely on their own judgment
and responsibility.
・Although the contents of the Service are prepared based on various information and data that are
considered reliable, the contents are not guaranteed, and QUICK and its information sources shall
not be liable for any damage caused by the Service, regardless of the cause.
・It is not part of the obligation of QUICK or its information sources to verify the accuracy or reliability of

the Service. QUICK and its information sources shall not be liable for any delay in transmission of
the Service or any error or defect in the contents of the Service caused by any failure of
communication equipment, communication circuits, commercial networks, computers, etc.
・The provision of the Service may be subject to delays or interruptions due to unavoidable technical
reasons.

